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Capgemini honored at the Informatica 2015 EMEA Partner Forum
Capgemini Italy has won the Next-Generation Analytics Award from Informatica for successfully supporting
organizations in the process of business transformation
Paris, Milan, 16 July 2015 – Capgemini Italy, part of the Capgemini Group, one of the world’s foremost
providers of consulting, technology and outsourcing services announced that it has received the
prestigious award for Next-Generation Analytics Data from Informatica, the world’s number one
independent provider of data integration software. The recognition was received by Capgemini Italy
during Informatica’s 2015 EMEA Partner Forum. The annual awards honor partners who have delivered
innovative, business problem-solving solutions, leveraging Informatica products and technologies. In
the category Next-Generation Analytics, the award recognizes support for companies in adopting
systems that improve decision-making and growth with innovative, data-centric analytics solutions and
access to fresh, accurate and complete data.
"We are honored to receive this important prize by Informatica with whom we’ve been cooperating for a long
time on common goals and strategies in the data-centric analytics field. Together we offer the market and our
customers innovative solutions that allow them to improve and transform their business through deep data
analysis," says Daniele Napoleone, Offering Development Manager Insights & Data, Capgemini Italy. "The
Next-Generation Analytics award honors and highlights the capabilities and expertise of Capgemini Italia in
bringing the values and benefits of Informatica’s analytics offerings to customers."
“This year’s EMEA Partner Forum Award celebrates Informatica partners who clearly understand the role data
plays in making organizations cloud, decision and customer ready,” said Eric Kroon, Senior Director Alliances
EMEA, Informatica. “Our partners play a key role in our continued success and leadership, helping us enable
customers to put data at the centre of everything they do.”

About Capgemini
With more than 145,000 people in over 40 countries, Capgemini is one of the world's foremost providers of
consulting, technology and outsourcing services. The Group reported 2014 global revenues of EUR 10.573
billion. Together with its clients, Capgemini creates and delivers business and technology solutions that fit their
needs and drive the results they want. A deeply multicultural organization, Capgemini has developed its own
way of working, the Collaborative Business ExperienceTM, and draws on Rightshore®, its worldwide delivery
model.
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